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Synthetic Biology
- the design and construction 

of novel biological systems
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Study nature, 
love nature, 
stay close to nature. 
It will never fail you. 

- Frank Lloyd Wright
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The power of nature

Biology can take energy from the sun and 
carbon dioxide from the air to create an 
incredible diversity of molecules that...
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form complex 
structures

store energy

produce beautiful 
colors
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Engineers the microbiome to protect 
the body

Grows healthy organs to replace 
failing ones

Synthetic biology harnesses nature’s 
power for medicine
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Produces complex chemicals cleanly and 
efficiently

Makes compounds naturally found in 
only trace amounts

Synthetic biology harnesses nature’s 
power for industry
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Makes crops resistant to drought, pests, 
and disease

Cultivates animal products in an 
environmentally healthy manner

Synthetic biology harnesses nature’s 
power for agriculture
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Synthetic biology will be key 
to solving the massive 
problems caused by a 

growing world population
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Medicine: $91B

Industry: $105B

Agriculture: $128B

The U.S. market for 
goods made using 
biology was over 

$300 billion in 2012 
and growing over 10% 

every year

Ref: Carlson. Nature. 2016.
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Even so, biotech 
product sales 

comprise only a 
small portion of the 

markets they are 
looking to disrupt

29%       Medicine: $318B

13%     Industry: $795B

7%                                                         Agriculture: $1,890B

Ref: Statista
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Increasingly, ordinary industries outside medicine or 
agriculture will be transformed through the adoption of 
biological technologies. Technological change always 
brings the possibility of economic disruption and produces 
new winners or losers.

- Rob Carlson, Microbrewing the Bioeconomy (2011)
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Companies wanting not to “lose” will have to acquire the expertise and 
technologies that have been built up in synthetic biology startups
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This investment thesis is focused on synthetic biology 
companies in the industrial and agricultural spaces 

rather than in the medical space

Lower regulatory 
burden

Lower cost of 
commercialization

Quicker path to 
market

$
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Many investors still think of the failed biofuels 
companies when they think of synthetic biology
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Peak of Inflated Expectations: 
Biofuels IPOs

Trough of Disillusionment: 
Companies can’t hit necessary price targets

2010 Today
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But synthetic biology now produces 
sustainable businesses
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Peak of Inflated Expectations: 
Biofuels IPOs

Trough of Disillusionment: 
Companies can’t hit necessary price targets

Plateau of Productivity:
Companies identify correct markets
Enabling technology advances

2010 Today
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Synthetic biology companies 
can compete in high-value 

materials markets
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     Case Study:
Production of microalgae-based oils
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Fuels:
Discontinued due to negative 

gross margins

Beauty:
Spun out with 67% gross 

margins
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Companies now focus on high-value products
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Microbes

Fashion

Industrial chemicals

Enzymes

Beauty
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And are getting traction with larger companies
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Microbes

Fashion

Industrial chemicals

Enzymes

Beauty
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Enabling technology is rapidly 
advancing, dramatically 

decreasing the time and cost 
to get products to market
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An exponentially growing 
  number of sequenced organisms 

provides an expanding      genetic                     
                           toolbox
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2010: 6,024

2017: 110,950
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Computational tools allow for the design of 
novel metabolic networks

Galanie et al. Science. 2015.
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High throughput 
techniques enable 
construction and 
evaluation of millions 
of designs at once
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The advances in synthetic biology have 
drastically reduced the time and cost required to 

get a product to market
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10 years 2-3 years

$100M $10M

Venture capital deployed in this area 
now generates significantly more value
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There are both technical and 
structural risks that synthetic 

biology investors should be 
aware of
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Risk: 
Programming cells remains an unreliable process

A lack of biosensors makes it difficult to measure the 
productivity of different strains and maintain 
producing strains. This limits the throughput of testing 
and complicates scale-up

Genetic changes often do not work as planned

In addition, the cost of DNA synthesis has not fallen at 
the same rate as the cost of DNA sequencing
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Risk: 
Some consumers do not trust GMO products

Most apparent in products meant for human 
consumption, this may limit the total addressable 
market for certain products

Some advocacy groups are pushing for additional 
regulatory hurdles for GMO products, which would 
increase the time and cost of commercialization

The regulatory path is cloudy for many GMO products 
and is likely to shift in the future
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Risk: 
Acquirers may not fairly value companies

Synthetic biology companies are often based around a 
platform technology and not a specific market

Potential acquirers may only value the company for 
the portion that is applicable to their market of interest

Industrial chemicals companies such as Dow/DuPont 
and Cargill are the next group likely to emerge as 
acquirers
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Previous venture-backed 
synthetic biology companies 
provide insight for portfolio 

construction
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Manually-curated database from Crunchbase
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101 startups
60 received first funding 

since 2013

Concentrated along U.S. coasts

Outside of the U.S., 
concentrated in the U.K.

427 investors
$4.4 billion invested in 186 

rounds since 2013

<10% invested in 3 or more 
companies

Very few synthetic 
biology-focused funds
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Average exit statistics 

30

Venture money in

$100M
Rounds of investment

5

Exit price

$240M
Time from first funding

7 years
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What to look for:
Data from academic studies validating 
scientific plan

A feasible target market

Management familiar with both the 
technology and the market

Milestones that funding should cover:
Proof-of-concept work

First production of target compound

Average modeled return on capital:
5x
7 years until exit

Seed 
Investing

Average round size
$1 million

Optimal portfolio
$15 million fund size

$200 thousand investments
$400 thousand followup

25 - 30 non-lead 
investments
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What to look for:
Data from proof-of-concept studies that 
validates the central scientific hypothesis and 
points to commercial viability

Interest from first customers

Milestones that funding should cover:
Beginning of scale-up

Finding first customers or strategic partners

Average modeled return on capital:
3x
5 years until exit

Series A 
Investing

Average round size
$9 million

Optimal portfolio
$30 million fund size

$1 million investments
$1 million followup

25 - 30 non-lead 
investments
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Series B 
Investing

Average round size
$23 million

Optimal portfolio
$225 million fund size

$10 million investments
$10 million followup

15 - 25 lead and non-lead 
investments
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What to look for:
Product scale-up progress that shows that the 
necessary price targets are achievable

First customers or strategic partners

Milestones that funding should cover:
Building of pilot production facilities

Expansion into further commercial markets

Average modeled return on capital:
2.5x
4 years until exit
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What to look for:
A scaled product that is price-competitive 
and profitable

Multiple customers or partners

Milestones that funding should cover:
Full-scale production facilities

Development and scaling of additional 
commercial products

Average modeled return on capital:
1x - most appropriate for strategic investors
2 years until exit

Series C+ 
Investing

Average round size
C: $41 million

D: $59 million
E: $64 million

Optimal portfolio
$300 million fund size

$15 million investments
$30 million followup

10 - 15 lead and non-lead 
investments
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Jenny Rooke,
5 Prime Ventures

$100K $1M $10M $100MActivity by size of round

Early-stage investors to know for deal flow

Initial funding
Follow-on funding

Usually sole participant in 
initial round
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Initial funding
Follow-on funding

Later-stage investors to know for further funding 

$100K $1M $10M $100MActivity by size of round
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A good investment has both a 
unique scientific hypothesis 
and a feasible target market
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Problem: The issue that keeps biological 
production of the specific product from 
being feasible

Key Technology: Unique scientific 
hypothesis that solves the problem and can 
be protected

Product: Should have high enough price 
point that profitable gross margins are 
feasible. Generally, organisms > proteins > 
commodities in terms of prices

Market: Should be large enough to support 
a company and willing to use 
genetically-modified organisms

38

Team: Will have scientific expertise in the 
key technology (usually the inventors) and 
experience in the target market

Exit: A focus on a single vertical (specialty 
chemicals, fragrances, food) will make for a 
more attractive target for acquirers. Broader 
companies may have to exit with an IPO

Risks: Every company will have technical 
risks, especially early. These risks are 
solvable, while risks around product or 
market are less so

Key aspects of a strong investment
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Problem: Fermentation produces CO2, 
causing a decrease in maximum theoretical 
yields as carbon from the feedstock is 
released as gas

Key Technology: A new metabolic 
pathway that does not lose carbon to CO2, 
capable of increasing yields up to 50%

Product: Drop-in chemicals to replace 
petroleum-based ones in consumer goods

Market: The specific chemicals are not yet 
known, but the overall market for 
petroleum-based chemicals is huge, with 
fairly low price points
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Team: Scientists with deep chemical 
engineering and strain engineering 
knowledge

Exit: Large companies like Dow/DuPont and 
Cargill likely interested in acquiring 
company that is improving the 
fermentation process for drop-in chemicals

Risks: Even improved yields may not be 
able to hit the low price point necessary for 
the target markets
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Problem: The enzymes used for engineering 
metabolic pathways are adapted or taken 
directly from nature, and are often not the 
best possible enzyme for the task at hand

Key Technology: Computational enzyme 
design that can be used to produce enzymes 
customized to the reaction of interest

Product: Enzymes for metabolic pathways

Market: Companies that are interested in 
pursuing biological means of production for 
their goods
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Team: Scientists with deep protein 
engineering knowledge and a CEO 
experienced in biotech management

Exit: Lack of specific vertical focus makes 
acquisition less likely, though Novozymes 
may be interested

Risks: Predicting an enzyme’s structure from 
its sequence is a hard problem. A company 
based on designing enzymes for specific 
reactions has a risk that their technology 
may not reliably produce functional 
enzymes
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Summary:
Drastic improvements in the technologies that enable synthetic 
biology are driving down the cost of commercialization

Winning companies will use advancements in computation and 
automation along with their proprietary science to manufacture 
high-value products

Synthetic biology is enabling a massive shift in the economy 
towards using biology as a tool that offers radical solutions to the 
problems caused by a growing population
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Resources for more information

Newsletters

42

Conferences

 Gordon Research Conference: 
Synthetic Biology
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Ph.D. Candidate - Advisor: Dr. Christina Smolke
Develops computational tools that make programming 
cells more reliable

Analyst Intern - 5 Prime Ventures
Sources and diligences synthetic biology and life science 
tools startups

Bay Area Ambassador - Breakout Labs
Sources science-based startups and guides in applying for 
Breakout Labs funding

Calvin M. Schmidt
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